MIDDLETON AND MAGLIABECHI	8l
anciently she condemned the Collyridians, for doing it, and called them heretics. Was she infallible then? or is she now? Infants ivere formerly admitted by her to the Eucharist, and she declared that they could not be saved without it: she now decrees that the doctrine is false. Formerly it was her belief that, before the destruction of the world, Christ should reign upon earth a thousand years, and the saints under him: at present, she has no mind that either of them should be so near her. Although there are many things wherein much may be said on both sides, yet it is only on one side in any question that the same thing can be said.
Magliabechi.   This is specious, and delivered temperately.
Middleton.   Saint Augustine is esteemed among the infallible. ^Magliabechi.   Certainly ; and with justice.
Middleton. He declares that the dead, even saints, are ignorant what the living do: even their own children ; for the souls of the dead, he says, interfere not in the affairs of the living.
Magliabechi. This is strong ; but divines can reconcile it with religion.
Middleton.   What can they not?
Magliabechi. I will tell you what they cannot: and it is this )n which I began our conversation.
Among your other works I find a manuscript on the inefficacy >i- prayer. I defended you to my superiors, by remarking that Cicero had asserted things incredible to himself, merely for the sake of argument, and had probably written them before he had axed in his mind the personages to whom they should be attributed in his dialogues ; that, in short, they were brought forward for no other purpose than discussion and explosion. This impiety was forgiven. But every man in Italy has a favourite saint, for whose honour he deems it meritorious to draw (I had almost said the sword) the stiletto.
Middleton.   It would be safer to attempt dragging God from throne, than to split a spangle on their petticoats, or to puff
grain of powder from their wigs: this I know.    Nothing in my

